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Fig. 3. Images used for: (a) training and (b) testing.
simple cell responds maximumly to edges with particular orien-
tation in its receptive field. A complex cell also responds max-
imumly to edges, but has a larger receptive field. A hypercom-
plex cell responds mostly to edge patterns and can generalize its
response over several complex cells. In the proposed edge-fea-
ture extractor, an image block of certain size is divided into
smaller sub-blocks. Derivatives of small sub-blocks can model
visualfeaturesdetectedbysimplecells,andderivativesoflarger
sub-blocks can represent features detected by complex cells.
Thecollectionofmulti-scalederivativescanmimictheresponse
of a hypercomplex cell, which is able to generalize all the de-
tails over the given area in the visual field.
Obviously, the choice of the postprocessing block size
has important influence on the complexity and performance of
the model. Ideally, the block size should be as large as possible.
However, too large a block size would make computation and
storage impractical. From (4), it can be seen that the total
number of derivatives increases exponentially as increases.
The size of the model therefore increases dramatically as
the postprocessing block size increases. On the other hand,
increasing can provide more gradient information, and
this can result in a better performance, provided that enough
training data are available to train the model properly. For
postprocessing of block-based coding systems, such as TC and
VQ, the postprocessing block size should be larger than the
coding block size, so that blocking artifacts at coding block
boundaries can be corrected. Experimental results on choosing
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Fig. 5. Postprocessing gain averaged over eighttest images asa function ofthe numberof hiddenneurons in the NNVM. The postprocessingblock size is 16￿16
for JPEG, VQ, and QT, and 8 ￿ 8 for PC. (a) JPEG with Quality = 7. (b) VQ with bit rate = 0.25 bpp. (c) QT with bit rate = 0.25 bpp. (d) PC: coding bit = 1,
quantizing step = 4.
where is the number of hidden neurons, and the outputs of
the NNVM are given by
(6)
where and are fixed scaling and shifting constants for map-
ping the model outputs onto the range of pixel values. The acti-
vation function is the bipolar sigmoid function
(7)
The number of the hidden-layer neurons, , is determined
during training using the following procedure. Given an ap-
propriate block size , we start with a small hidden layer
and gradually increase the size of the hidden layer until the
performance stops improving. The network weights and
are learned using the stochastic gradient algorithm
[22], [23]. The total number of adjustable parameters
for the NNVM is
(8)
With and , for example,
. To collect training data from a coding system, a training
image of size is compressed and then decompressed.
The corresponding distortion image is obtained by subtracting
the decoded image from the original image. The decoded and
distortion images are dividedinto blocks. Apair of blocks
gives rise to a pair of input and desired output. As an image can
only provide pairs of training data, many
images should be used in order to collect sufficient training data
samples.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND COMPARISON
The proposed postprocessing technique was applied to four
coding methods, TC, VQ, and QT coding and PC. The coding
algorithms employed were the JPEG [24] for TC, the algorithm
based on the Kohonen self-organizing feature map [25] for VQ
design, the improved QT algorithm [12] for QT coding, and the
algorithm using a neural network predictor [26] for PC. Sixteen
images of size with 8 bits per pixel (bpp), as shown
in Fig. 3, were involved in the experiment. The first eight im-
ages were used to provide training data, and the other eight im-
ageswere usedastest images.Wealso implementedtwotypical
existing postprocessing methods, Reeve’s filtering method [1],
and Paek’s modified projection onto convex set (PCS) method
[8] to compare them with our approach in the identical TC and
VQ coding environments. It should be pointed out that these
two existing algorithms are impractical for postprocessing of
QT and PC systems.
Fig. 4shows the postprocessinggains averagedoverthe eight
test images as a function of the postprocessing block size, ob-
tained by the the NNVM with . In Fig. 4, when
increased to , a sharp drop in peak signal-to-noise ratio
(PSNR) gain occurred. This was because the training data set
was too small, compared with the model size. The number of
hidden neurons for the NNVM also had to be determined.
Fig. 5 depicts the postprocessing gains averaged over the eight
testimagesversusthenumberofhiddenneurons,giventhepost-
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Fig. 6. Face portions of original, JPEG coded (Quality = 7) and
post-improved images of “Lena.” (a) Original image. (b) JPEG coded (PSNR
= 28.85. (c) NNVM (PSNR gain = 0.81 dB). (d) Reeve’s (PSNR gain = 0.69
dB). (e) Paek’s (PSNR gain = 0.36 dB).
and for PC. The results in Fig. 4 suggest that a block size
of is adequate for postprocessing of JPEG, VQ, and QT
coding. The JPEG algorithm used had a standard coding
blocksizeand theVQemployed inthestudyhad a codingblock
size of . The QT had variable block sizes, depending on
imageactivities,andmajorityoftheblockswere and .
A postprocessing block size larger than coding block sizes en-
sures that the distortions at coding block boundaries can be cor-
rected. The PC is nonblock based and a smaller postprocessing
block size of appears sufficient. The results of Fig. 5 sug-
gest that is sufficient for the NNVM to achieve ade-
quate performance.
TablesI–IV comparethe postprocessinggains obtained using
the NNVM and two existing algorithms for the JPEG and VQ.
Tables V–VIII list the postprocessing gains obtained using the
NNVMfortheQTcodingandPC.Fig.6depictstheoriginaland
JPEG-coded images of “Lena” together with the three post-im-
proved images. Fig. 7 shows the VQ coded image and the three
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Fig. 7. Face portions of VQ coded (bit rate =0 :25 bpp) and post-improved
images of “Lena.” (a) VQ coded (PSNR = 26.53 dB). (b) NNVM (PSNR gain
= 1.13 dB). (c) Reeve’s(PSNR gain = 0.64 dB). (d)Paek’s (PSNR gain= 0.02
dB).
(a) (b)
Fig. 8. Face portions of QT coded (bit rate =0 :25 bpp) and post-improved
images of “Lena.” (a) QT coded (PSNR = 29.66 dB). (b) NNVM (PSNR gain
= 0.91 dB).
(a) (b)
Fig. 9. Face portions of PC coded (coding bit =1 , quantizing step =4 ) and
post-improvedimagesof“Lena.”(a)PCcoded(PSNR=24.17dB).(b)NNVM
(PSNR gain = 2.87 dB).
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TABLE I
PSNR VALUES (dB) OF JPEG CODING
(QUALITY = 7) AND POSTPROCESSING GAINS (dB). THE POSTPROCESSING
BLOCK SIZE FOR THE NNVM IS16 ￿ 16 AND THE NNVM HAS 40
HIDDEN NEURONS
TABLE II
PSNR VALUES (dB) OF JPEG CODING (QUALITY =1 4 ) AND POSTPROCESSING
GAINS (dB). THE POSTPROCESSING BLOCK SIZE FOR THE NNVM IS 16 ￿ 16
AND THE NNVM HAS 40 HIDDEN NEURONS
9 compare the QT and PC coded images of “Lena” with the
post-improved images obtained using the NNVM, respectively.
These pictures give face portions of their corresponding im-
ages for a clearer visual evaluation. The results given in Ta-
bles I–IV, and Figs. 6 and 7 demonstrate that the NNVM has
superior performance over Reeve’s and Paek’s algorithms for
postprocessing of TC and VQ systems, in terms of both the ob-
jective PSNR measure and subjective visual evaluation. For the
VQ case, the performance of Paek’s algorithm was particularly
poor,asitisdesignedfortheTCwithan codingblocksize.
The results shown in Tables V–VIII, and Figs. 8 and 9, confirm
that the NNVM is particularly effective for post-improving QT
coding and PC systems.
Reeve’s and Paek’s methods were used in the comparative
study, as they represents two typical approaches of the existing
postprocessing methods and can readily be implemented. For
many other existing postprocessing methods, we can make
some comparisons using the results reported in the literature.
For the sophisticated space-variant filtering method [2], the
improvement given by the authors was 0.40 dB for a VQ
coded “Lena” image at an original coding PSNR of 29.90
dB. The NNVM achieved a postprocessing gain of 0.80 dB
for a VQ coded “Lena” image at an original coding PSNR of
30.20 dB. For Tien and Hang’s postprocessing methods [3],
their experimental results gave a postprocessing gain of 0.36
dB at most for TC-coded images, while the NNVM achieved
average improvements up to 0.77 dB for TC-coded images. For
the adaptive -filtering method [5], the varying postfiltering
TABLE III
PSNR VALUES (dB) OF VQ CODING (BIT RATE =0 :25 bpp) AND
POSTPROCESSING GAINS (dB). THE POSTPROCESSING BLOCK SIZE FOR THE
NNVM IS 16 ￿ 16 AND THE NNVM HAS 40 HIDDEN NEURONS
TABLE IV
PSNR VALUES (dB) OF VQ CODING (BIT RATE =0 :5 bpp) AND
POSTPROCESSING GAINS (dB). THE POSTPROCESSING BLOCK SIZE FOR THE
NNVM IS 16 ￿ 16 AND THE NNVM HAS 40 HIDDEN NEURONS
TABLE V
PSNR VALUES (dB) OF QT CODING (BIT RATE =0 :25 bpp) AND
POSTPROCESSING GAINS (dB). THE POSTPROCESSING BLOCK SIZE FOR THE
NNVM IS 16 ￿ 16 AND THE NNVM HAS 40 HIDDEN NEURONS
method [4], and another modified PCS method [9], the authors
did not provide any numerical distortion measurements.
IV. CONCLUSION
A generic postprocessing technique for image coding has
been developed. Unlike many existing postprocessing methods,
which basically smooth blocking artifacts to achieve better
viewing quality, the proposed technique corrects actual coding
losses. Our model is inspired by the mechanism of visual
perception in visual cortex. It uses gradient features to estimate
coding distortions. This has been shown to be very effective
in dealing with blurred edges and blocking artifacts, the
two main coding distortions. An important advantage of our